[Iatrogenic gas embolism during upper gastroscopy in a patient with a multiperforated biliary drain placed by radiological way].
The authors report the first case of gas embolism arising during an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy to a patient carrier of a biliary drain placed by radiological way. The hypothesis of a biliary-vascular fistula with abnormal connection between the biliary tree and the hepatic vascular system and finally an arteriovenous intrapulmonary shunt was retained to explain the physiopathology. The immediate stop of the endoscopic procedure and the implementation of symptomatic treatment allowed a favorable neurological outcome without sequelas. The realization of an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy to a patient carrier of a biliary drain has to lead the anaesthesiologists and the gastroenterologists to take care given the incurred risk of gas embolism.